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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND STRUCTURAL MODELS FOR SEISMIC RESEARCH

Richard C. l)oveI

ABSTRACT

This paper, prepared for the “Plenary Sezsion” of the “Mfddle East and
Mediterr&nean Regional Conference on Earthen and Low-Strength Masonry Buildings
in Selsmlc Regions,” presents the author’s views on the importance of an
experlmsntally oriented research effort in any program to Improve the design
and construction of structures. The Importance of (1) theoretical support,
(2) static tests, (3) dynamic tests, (4) use of scale models, and (5) the need
for appropriate instrumentation are considered. Examples, taken from an
experimental program involving reinforced concrete structures, are given to
illustrate the points llsted above.

TEXT

Coming from the state of Colorado in the western region of the U.S.A. I
can certainly claim to be a long way from home--and as you know, sometimes an
ordinary fellow a long way from home claims to be an expert. Well, I’m still
not far enough from home to make that claim. Indeed, I must begin my remarks
today by telling you that I am not an expert In earthen and low-strength
masonry structures, I have never tested either of these two types of
structures.

However, for the past ten years I have been engaged in the design and
impl~mentation of experimental programs to evaluat? a variety of structures
that may be subjected to very large earthquakes. It is my Intention to dis-
cuss some of the general things that we have learned, with the hope that they
may be helpful to others attending th~s conference who are now conducting, or
are planning, experimental programs involving earthen or low-strength masonry
structures. I’m pleased to note that In “Horking Group B“ there will be papers
presented that describe experimental work being done here In Turkey, In China,
in the U.K., in India, In Peru, and in the U.S.A. These people are, of course,
the real experts in this field.

I wish to make just six points during this plenary sesston and then I
would like to show a few slldes to illustrate these points.

1, Experimental work Is essential if we are going to Improve the design and
construction of structures subjected to seismic loads. All or our experience
shows that we can not adequately predict the beha~’iorof “as built” structures
from material properties and theoretical analyses--including the most soph~s-
ticated computer analysis. My own work on low-rise, reinforced concrete
buildings shows that the very sophisticated theory, which has been developed
for the design and analysis of high-rise buildings, Is not very useful for
other building types. I will venture a guess that appropriate design and con-
struction methods for earthen and low-strength masonry structures will have to
be developed without too much support from work already done on other types of
structures.
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2. My second point 1s: the experfmentallst must work closely with the people
engaged in the design and construction of the types of structures of interest.
The report prepared In 1 84 by Fred Cuny of Intertect and Jerry May of the

YUniversity of New Mexico on housing types in the seismic zones of ?ndia can
be cited to demonstrate that the variation in types of earthen and low-strength
masonry structures is almost limltless. He can not possibly design by experi-
ment alone--we need simple, appropriate desfgn methods guided and proven by
experiment. I can not urge too strongly that all experimental programs be
closely coordinated with design and construction people.

3. My third point 1s: although dynamic tests are ultimately necessary to
understand the respons~ of a structure to seismic loading, it is important to
maximize the Information that can be obtained from static tests. Static tests
can be conducted on larger structures, they are much less costly, and data
(especially displacement data) are more easily measured, recorded, and anal-
yzed. In the past 10 years, in my own research, I can only think of one
Instance in which a structure was constructed and tested dynamically before it
was thoroughly evaluated in static tests. As a result, I got a lot of sur-
prises during the dynamic tests and the results were not as good as they might
have been.

4. My fourth point 1s: several types of dynamic tests are useful but they
are not equivalent and they do not give the experimentallst the same informa-
tion. The various types of dynamic tests include: (1) steady state vibration,
(2) vibration frequency sweeps, (3) random vibration, (4) single shock pulses,
(5) reversed shock pulses, (6) a ulde variety of programmed aperlodlc tJnct~ons
(e.g., a cerles of half since pulses), and (7) simulation of a seismic event
(as recorded during an actual earthquake or a synthesized signal). All of
these tests provide useful information (modal frequencies, locations of weak
joints, etc.). However, it is very risky to attempt to predict the response
of a given structure to a specific selsm;c event from the results obtained
from sinusoidal vibrat~on, random vibration, or shock pulse tests--without
considerable supporting analysis andlor auxiliary tests. For example, rein-
forced concrete is very sensitive to limited cycle fatigue, As a result,
vibration tests that produce more completely reversed cycles of rnotlonthan
are produced by allactual earthquake over test whereas single shock pulses
undertest. I would speculate that earthen and low-strength masonry structures
might behave in a similar way.

5. My fifth point is: if reduced scale models of structures are to be used
in tests (and they are more often than not because the structures of interest
are large compared to our test facilities), the models must be designed, con-
structed, and tested in complete accord with scale model (similitude) theory,
In constructifigor choosing a test facility for a research program It !s neces-
sary to know in advance the range of model scales that will be used tn the
experimental program. There are no existing simulated selsmlc testing facil-
ities that will adequately test both small scale models and full size struc-
tural components--no mt,tterthe size of the test facillty.

6. My sixth, and final point, is: adequate instrumentation must be provided
to accurately measure both input and response motion If the experimental
i’esultsare to be useful in developing a design method. It has been my exper-
ience that failure to accurately measure the input to a structure makes any
measured response data almost worthless.



Now having made these six general observations about setsmlc test!ng
structures I would ltke to show a few slldes to Illustrate these points.
Figure 1 shows a two-story structure of Interest. Note that scale models
two different sizes were constructed. Figure 2 sho~s test spec~mens that
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model only the walls of this structure. These Isolated walls were statically
tested before the models of the complete building were constructed. Figure 3
shows a special test frame designed to load these walls in shear; loadtng can
be efther mcmotonlc or CYCIIC. The model structures were also quasl-
statlcally loaded In a similar load frame before any dynamic tests were under-
taken. These quasi-static load cycling tests helped us ellmlnate poor con-
struction techniques at a minimum of cost and provided very valuable data on
hysteretic energy loss; see Fig. 4.

Following the static tests on both isolated walls and complete struc-
tures, two sizes (1/30 and 1/10 scale) of structures were tested on facilities
designed to s~mulate actual selsmlc events. The signal choosen for the input
was the North-South component of the 1940, El Centro earthquake. This acceler-
ogram Is shown In Fig. 5, but note that when applled to the 1/30 scale model
the signal Is time and frequency scaled by a factor uf 12.25 and when applied
to the 1/10 scale model the factor ts 7.07. The larger models (1/10 scale)
were tested on a servohydraulic shaker and smaller models (1/30 scale) were
tested on an electrodynamlc shaker. The structures were Instrumented as shown
in Fig. 6. Data Is recorded on magnetic tape for future digital analysls.
Figures 7 and 8 show some of the results of these tests. Note that the data
from five different structures (three 1/30 scale and two 1/10 scale are con-
sistent and Indtcate how this structure’s modal frequency wI1l decrease before
actual failure (hy cracking at the base).
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Fig, 1. Scale model structures.
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Fig. 2, Isolated shear walls,
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Fig, 3. Static test frame,
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Fig, 4, Quasi-static test results,
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Fig, 5. 1940, E1-Centro, Calif., N-S
acceleration/time history.
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